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CALL in the Digital Wilds

“informal language 
learning that takes places 
in digital spaces, 
communities, and 
networks that are 
independent of formal 
instructional contexts”

(Sauro & Zourou, 2017, p. 186) 



“A fan is a person 
with a relatively deep 
positive emotional 
conviction about 
someone or 
something famous...”

(Duffet, 2013, p. 18)
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Online fandom: “the 
local and international 
networks of fans that 
develop around a 
particular program, 
text or other media 
product”

(Sauro, 2014, p. 239)



A Few Fan Practices

• Anime and manga 
consumption

• Fan site web design
• Debating and modding
• Amateur translation
• Spoiling
• Fanfiction

(Sauro, 2017)
Art: Foxestacado



“Fanfiction is a story 
written by a person in 
the fandom because 
breaking into the 
creator’s office and 
telling them that 
everything that they did 
is wrong and rewriting it 
is considered ´rude´ and 
´illegal´”

(Fan definition reported in Klink, 
2017)

Art: mudblood428 & lizardspots



Fanfiction: "writing that 
continues, interrupts, 
reimagines, or just riffs 
on stories and characters 
other people have 
already written about."  

(Jamison, 2013 p. 17)



Case studies of ESL
learners’ use of fanfiction
in anime fandoms to 
transition from novice 
writer in English to 
successful writer, and the 
bilingual fanfiction writing 
practices of Finnish fans of 
American TV shows to 
index multilingualism and 
global citizenship.

(e.g. Black, 2006; Lepännen et al, 
2009)



The Blogging 
Hobbit

The Potter 
Project

A Study in 
Sherlock

FanTALES



The Blogging 
Hobbit



The Blogging Hobbit: A 
collaborative story of a 
missing moment from The 
Hobbit:
• Story outline and map
• Collaborative roleplay

fanfiction - each group 
member to write from 
the perspective of one 
character from the 
novel

• Reflective paper

(Sauro & Sundmark, 2016)



It is lying still, yet it spins around
It tries to move but its body is bound
All because of the precious it stole
Fool us again and they eats it whole.

(from The Mirkwood Mysteries;
Sauro & Sundmark, 2016, p. 418) 



“this writing activity has 
influenced my language 
skills…. During this project I 
have been able to expand 
my repertoar [sic] of English 
words which are not so 
commonly used in everyday 
English anymore.” 

(Sauro & Sundmark, 2016, p. 420 )



“I felt it unfair to work 
with The Hobbit on such a 
project since a big part 
was to connect with a 
character from the book 
and write from that 
perspective. To choose a 
book with absolutely no 
women at all made me not 
wanting to take neither 
Tolkien nor this 
assignment to heart.”

(Student Reflection, 
Cohort 2014)



A Study in 
Sherlock

Art: mudblood428



A Study in Sherlock:
Collaborative mystery 
writing with a choice:

1. Retell a Sherlock 
Holmes mystery or 
tell an original 
mystery but in an 
alternate universe.

2. Tell an original 
Sherlock Holmes 
mystery in the 
original context.



“See here” Sherlock said pointing to 
the small screen, “I have had a 
google alert set up for these certain 
phrases ever since I took a small 
interest in the Ms. Al-Farsi-case, 
relating to racial violence in the 
Malmö area.…”

“Islamophobiacs who fear everyone 
and everything they can’t buy at 
Ullared” scoffed John. “Yes, well, not 
quite” replied Sherlock. “The people 
behind the avatars on this particular 
site is not your average, uneducated 
riffraff pointing fingers at anyone 
who doesn’t share their love of 
meatballs.”

A Study in Brown
(Cohort 2016) Study in Graffiti

(Cohort 2016)



“…my interest in Doyle and 
the Sherlock Holmes world 
is still at an intermediate 
level…. On the other hand, 
my knowledge of the 
Scooby Doo universe is far 
greater and I could enter 
that verse much easier than 
the universe of Sherlock 
Holmes.” 

(Student 18, Cohort 2015)



“…instead of saying “he said”, 
we and Doyle instead used “said 
he”. Second, we and Doyle 
often, from Watson’s 
perspective, referred to Sherlock 
Holmes as “my colleague”, and 
from Sherlock’s perspective 
referring to Watson as “my 
friend”. Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes 
often said “pray” instead of 
“please”, and “I fancy” instead 
of “I believe”, which we also 
used in our fanfiction. “

(Student 16, Cohort 2015)

Art: Foxestacado



“First off, I am highly 
Americanized in my English 
use, and I blame Hollywood. It 
has been a welcomed 
challenge to write in British. 
My biggest inspiration has 
once again been the BBC 
show.…I truly enjoyed using 
the word ‘foggiest’ in a text, 
and it is now a part of my 
vocabulary. My American is 
being invaded, ‘the British are 
coming!’”

(Student 54, Cohort 2015)
Art: Foxestacado



The Potter 
Project

Art: mudblood428



Art: Fox Estacado

The Potter Project:

Collaborative fan fiction using 

at least one of four common 

fan fiction genres/tropes:

1. Alternate POV: Draco Malfoy

and the Philosopher’s Stone

2. Prequel or Sequel: It’s Not 

Over Until I Say It’s Over

3. Missing Moment: Meanwhile, 

In Hufflepuff House

4. Alternate Universe: When 

Harry Met Pippi



Although still in agony, Quirrell
felt a glimpse of hope as he 
looked the Potter-boy in the 
eyes and raised his wand. The 
killer-curse was on his lips, 
when the expression on the 
boy’s cunning face suddenly 
changed. He leapt forward and 
dug his hands into Quirrell’s
cheeks. The pain hit him like 
the Hogwarts Express, and 
then … there was nothingness.

The Curious Case of Quirinus Quirrell
(Cohort 2017)



“This project made me pay 
attention to grammatical 
aspects in the Harry Potter 
books. For example, Rowling 
doesn’t use a lot of 
transitional words, which we 
just used a lot in academic 
writing, but rather she uses 
colons. I have never used 
colons before in my writing so 
that was fun to learn.”

(Student 44, Cohort 2017) 

Art: mudblood428



“The next thing was to try to 
mimic Rowling’s verison of 
Hagrids dialect. For example, he 
does not say “for” he says “fer”. 
There is no alteration to the 
language, or the spelling or the 
language when anyone else 
speaks in the book, it is only 
with Hagrid.” 

(Student 41, Cohort 2017) 



FanTALES

Art: pennswoods



FanTALES is co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European 
Union (grant agreement number: 2017-1-BE02-KA201-034792).

This project leverages practices 
from fan fiction, interactive 
fiction (a form of non-linear 
narrative that verges on the 
world of gaming) and 
multilingualism to deliver 
technology-mediated 
storytelling tasks to the 
European language classroom 
and beyond.

https://www.fantales.eu
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Agenda

• The Writing – Technology Connection
• My Context(s)
• Implementing AWE at ISU and in classrooms
• Collaborative Writing



Technology – Writing Connection

• Word Processing Software 
– Since 1980s

• Word Perfect, Microsoft Word, MacWrite
– Product vs. Process

• Focus on text as finished product vs. developing a 
text (writing, revising, editing)

• Collaboration Options
– Writing as a collaborative 

process
è Changes to Feedback

"Student introductions" by Iowa State 
University. is licensed under CC BY 4.0

https://www.iastate.edu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Tips for teaching writing with CALL
• Select appropriate writing texts as models
• Choose CALL that teaches genre as well as linguistic 

knowledge and strategies
• Teach learners how to benefit from interactive help 

and feedback 
• Create opportunities to expand knowledge of English 

through writing and to write for a real audience
• Include explicit evaluation
• Help learners develop their writing strategies 

Chapelle & Jamieson (2008). p. 96



Tips for teaching writing with CALL
• Select appropriate writing texts as models
• Choose CALL that teaches genre as well as linguistic 

knowledge and strategies
• Teach learners how to benefit from interactive help 

and feedback 
• Create opportunities to expand knowledge of English 

through writing and to write for a real audience
• Include explicit evaluation
• Help learners develop their writing strategies 

Chapelle & Jamieson (2008). p. 96



My Context 



My Context: ISU
• Helping developing 

writers
– Iowa State University, 

37,000 students, annually 
30+ sections at 22 
students each of writing
classes for non-native 
English speaking students 
(660 students)

– Writing = reading and 
grading! Lots of it! Plus, 
lots of the same errors! 

– Initial idea: Outsource 
the “tedious” part of 
teaching writing 



ISU AWE Implementation
• Fall 2010: Criterion Research Group & $$
• Spring 2011 – Fall 2013: Classroom 

implementation
– Focus on a) teacher perception, b) student 

perceptions and c) linguistic development
– Intensive teacher support and data collection 

• Fall 2013 – Spring 2016: Internal funding ($300K)
– CyWrite

• Since Spring 2017: Grammarly
• Campus-wide pilot funded for fall 2018 (Ranalli)

39



AWE Demo: Grammarly



Weekly Progress 
Report

• Grammarly insights



Lessons Learned
• Teachers are crucial for success! 
– Primary filter between technology and learners 
– Teachers make (or break) technology use in classroom

• Buy-in is key
• Learners are crucial for success!

• Buy-in is key 
• Other factors:
– Curricular needs, 
– Trust
– Finances
– Support

42



Teachers

• Involve teachers in decision making
• Engage teachers in research 
• Provide technical & pedagogical support

43



AWE Usage Guidelines

• Task differentiation
– Learning-to-write (LW) vs. writing-to-learn (WL)  

tasks (Manchón, 2011) 
– Extended LW tasks
• Grammarly off until learners are in designated “local” 

revision stage 
– WL tasks (or personal, non-extended writing) 
• Grammarly on continuously 

(Ranalli & Davis, 2017)

44
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AWE Usage Guidelines (cont.)

• Encourage Regular, Principled Use 
– Incorporate Grammarly feedback into assessment 

(e.g., students submit Grammarly feedback report 
with their drafts.) 

– Demonstrate different levels of accuracy of 
Grammarly feedback and emphasize need to use it 
critically. 

– Examples: identification and suggestions are both accurate 
– Examples: identification is accurate but suggestions are not 
– Examples: identification and suggestion are both inaccurate but error 

does exist 

46



AWE Classroom Activities 

• Present to students controlled sample essay 
with 15 common errors (pairs);10 Grammarly
finds; 5 are types usually missed by 
Grammarly

è Students try to locate, identify and repair all 15 errors.

è Students run the doc through Grammarly

è Discuss Grammarly feedback 

è Discuss teacher feedback of non-Grammarly detected errors 

47



Institutional Questions

• Evaluation 
– Whether and how we should continue using 

Grammarly in our EAP writing program
– Whether Grammarly should be used in first year 

and advanced composition classes 
• Research opportunity 
– How automated corrective feedback (ACF) tools 

influence L2 student writing and L2 learning 



Other AWE options

§ Criterion (https://criterion.ets.org/)
§ MyAccess (https://www.myaccess.com/)
§ WriteLab (https://home.writelab.com/)
§ Grammarly (https://app.grammarly.com/)
§ The Writing Mentor 

(https://mentormywriting.org/)  

https://criterion.ets.org/
https://www.myaccess.com/
https://home.writelab.com/)
https://app.grammarly.com/
https://mentormywriting.org/


The Writing Mentor: Google Docs Add-on

“an Easy-to-Use Revision Tool for Academic Writing”



Writing Mentor
• Convincing: 

– Claims, Sources
• Well-developed:

– Review topic development
• Coherent:

– Flow of ideas 
– Transition terms
– Long sentences
– Titles/section headers
– Pronoun use

• Well-edited:
– Errors,
– Claim verbs
– Word choice
– Contractions  



Post-Use Checklist



User Feedback



Additional GoogleDocs Affordances

• Reviewing Version History
– Instructors (and students) to see what changes 

were made over time.



Context 2

• 8-week 
course

• CALL 

• Technology 



Context 2: Global Online Course

• “designed to help English language teaching 
professionals around the world acquire and 
maintain basic knowledge and skills in 
technology for professional purposes through 
hands-on learning”

– Skills-based modules (vocabulary, grammar, 
reading, writing, listening, speaking) plus an 
introduction and an integration unit. 



Sample Collaborative Writing 
Assignment

• Google Docs
– Ideal platform for collaborative writing

• Collaborative writing assignment handouts
– Expanded
– Abbreviated 



Sample Collaborative Writing 
Assignment

• Collaborating on writing a letter
• Possible Roles
– Initiator
– Topic facilitator
– Content facilitator
– Outlining facilitator
– Reviewing and editing facilitator(s)
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